
Deeside Gliding Club Committee Meeting 
17th October 2020
Mark Recht, Brian Crouch, Stephen Whybrow, Tim Martin, David Innes, Roy Wilson, Fred Pell, Iain Macdonald

Agenda
1. Apologies
2. Approval of previous meeting minutes and matters arising
3. Safety officer report and safety issues
4. Individual reports from Committee members
5. Applications for membership
6. Junior development report
7. UKMSC/Wave Season review
8. AOB
9. Date for next meeting

1. Apologies
Steve Kenyon-Roberts, Graham Holloway

2. Matters Arising and New Actions
Minutes of the meeting held on 30th August 2020 were approved.

3.1 re 2.1 Gorse removal - Engage contractor to dig up gorse and remove roots
at ~£300/day for 3 days.

Brian

3.2 re 2.3 Fire Risk Assessment - Complete hangar assessment. Roy

3.3 re 2.4 Airfield Safety Audit / Emergency Response Plan - Brian

3.4 re 2.5 Install nternet (WiFi) at maintenance hangar - Progressing Dave Ellis

3.5 re 2.6 Woodburning Stove - Old woodburner to be refurbished and sold.
There is a piece behind the simulator shed to be retrieved.

Brian/Gordon

3.6 re 2.7 Retrieve Vehicles Radios - 2 x ground-ground radios to be bought for
trucks

Mark

3.7 re 2.8 Additional Bank Account - On hold until Santander are full
functioning

Stephen

3.8 re 2.9 Clubhouse roof tiles - Damaged tiles to get repaired when weather
improves.

Brian
On hold

3.9 re 2.10 Airfield Signage - Application is with Visit Scotland. Progress when
they respond.

Tim

3.10 re 2.11 Official Observers - David I training to be completed. Roy/Graham



3.11 re 2.12 PLBs - Have been purchased for all club gliders. To be registered
and installed.

Roy

3.12 re 2.15 New Perkoz Wingtips - Follow up on suggested mods for wing-tip
locking mechanism to see if they are being implemented.

Roy

3.13 re 2.16 Tail-Lifting Device - Liaise with Maciej. Can Marshall's fabricate?
Copy design of 3D device?

Stephen

3.14 re 2.17 Replace Lifting Strops - New strops to be ordered for maintenance
hanger

Brian

3.15 re 2.18 Hangar/Caravan Site Payments - Send out notes to members
asking for payment of hangarage and caravan site rental

Fred/Stephen

3.16 re 2.19 Relaunch Recruitment Initiative - Review previous notes + actions
and move forward

Tim

3.17 re 2.20 Accelerate Training to Solo - Subgroup to agree plan. David/Mark

3.18 re 2.23 Review BI Currency - Get something in writing from Colin Sword
defining what's valid

David

3.19 re 2.30 Discuss Currency Enforcement - Mark/David/Graham

3.20 re 2.32 Aboyne Academy Bursary Scheme - Prepare video for this Iain
On hold

3.21 re 2.33 Landing Fees - Paying for 1 powered landing fee/day goes back to
aggreement for use of blister hanging; We agreed to continue with existing
system and to add Grob. I.e., pupils in Grob will now pay a landing fee, but no
more than 1 landing fee/day. Landing fee is for pilot, not for aircraft. MR: nothing
in writing; FP: it pre-dates hangarage agreements (minutes are not found). RW: I
was instigator of making charges; my recollection is same as recommendation
now. Fee is £10. Touch-and-goes are not logged, and therefore not charged. MR:
should formally publish the rules. SW & MR to agree wording.

Closed

3.22 re 2.36 Launch Signalling by Radio - Discussed. BGA are suggesting, but
not mandating, change to radio. RW: prefer to stay with bat. BC: training would
be required if we were to use radio. MR has constructed an illuminated bat; early
reports are that this is much easier for tug pilot to see. We agreed to continue
with bats for the time being and not use radio for launch signals.

Closed

3.23 re 2.37 Committee Meetings via Zoom - It's not possible to prevent Zoom
meetings from being recorded. We agreed that for the time being committee
meetings held via Zoom can not be attended by non-committee members.

Closed

New Actions from 17th October

3.24 Landing Fees - Formally publish rules relating to landing fees Stephen/Mark

3.25 Blue Trial Flight Membership Forms - Modify to show 1 month's
membership

Tim



3.26 Rubbish Removal - Get skip and organise removal of rubbish accumulating
in hangars and around airfield

Brian

3.27 Cleaning Materials - Email membership to request cleaning materials be
left in truck cabins / returned to place of origin after use

Brian

3.28 Silver Crew Bus - Arrange disposal Brian

3.29 LS4 Compass - Roy to fly LS4 and give opinion on compass. Roy

3.30 Learn-to-Fly Package - Advertise. Tim

3.31 Instructor Training - Identify potential Ass Cat candidates. David/Graham/Mark

3.32 Wannafly Instructional Slots - Add 'Reserve' slot to calendar. David

3.33 BJ - Investigate impact (wrt insurance costs) of putting tug (BJ) on to
ground risk.

Mark

3.34 Safety Bulletin - Circulate another. Then quarterly. Brian/David

3.35 Incident Report - Add report to FlySafe for cable break incident with
visiting pilot, based on what was seen from the ground.

Brian

3.35 Logging Suggestions - Reply to Malcolm re. his suggestions for changes to
log sheets.

Stephen/Fred

3. Safety Officer Report

Incidents

We have had a run of accidents most of which have potentially been very serious or could have had serious
implications. You may recall I showed an accident triangle some time back with fatalities at the top I suggest
we now have one foot in the fatality box! Our incident rate and type is way too high.

DISCUSSION: There has recenctly been another incident of tug and glider 
approaching from different dirrections on base.  The importance of correct circuit 
direction is being emphasised by Jakub in daily briefing. 

1. Eurofox /Mosquito

Both aircraft approached runway 27 S from opposing directions resulting in a very near miss.

Neither pilot saw each other. Tow rope hit the elevator and wing of the glider.

Actions Implemented

New landing procedure incorporating three radio calls to ensure others are aware of other aircraft position.

Information circulated to use left hand approach when wind down runway.

2. Kestrel Landing



After just clearing the ridge on the south side of the airfield, the aircraft was flown in various manoeuvres to
lose height for landing. During the manoeuvring the port wing contacted the ground fortunately it did not
result in a ground loop. The aircraft was landed without damage to pilot or aircraft.

Actions

CFI/DCFI to have discussions with the pilot?

DISCUSSION: 
 
Both CFI and DCFI have spoken with the pilot. 
 
We also discussed what we can do w.r.t. poor decision making, in particular low 
circuits.  We agreed (unanimous) that CFI and DCFI both have authority to require 
any pilot to take a check flight or further trianing.  RW: poor circuits are seen 
primarily from visitors.  TM: in addition to actions to prevent the pilot making 
the same mistakes again, we should assume that other pilots will make similar 
errors in future, and consider how to reduce the likelihood of this happening. 

3. Cable Break

Visitor to club was undertaking his third launch of the day. There had been some turbulence and the pilot
heard a click and thought the tow rope had back released from the belly hook.

Unfortunately the rope was still attached the pilot pulled the aircraft to the left, the aircraft increased the
strain on the rope the weak links broke releasing the aircraft.

The pilot carried out an extremely low circuit despite being suggested on the radio he use runway 30.
Fortunately it was the Pawnee towing and other than seeing the glider out of position was unaware of what
was happening. It did not have any other effects on the aircraft. This may have been very different if it was the
Eurofox. Actions implemented ????

DISCUSSION: Cable Break pilot has not completed incident report.  Information 
supplied by pilot bore little semblance to facts as understood. 
 
ACTION: BC will complete an incident report in FlySafe based on what was observed 
from the ground. 

Blister hanger/ Airfield

We have a considerable amount of junk littering the airfield in numerous locations Inc blister hanger,
maintenance hanger, trailers etc.

I have cleared a number of items from the blister hanger to create more space but there is still a considerable
amount of junk that can be cleared.

We should give some consideration to how we clear these items from the airfield.



ACTION: Brian to arrange for skip and organise removal of junk. 

Covid 19 Rules

Updated guidance and Risk Assessment for wave season were implemented.

Portmoack has this week shown what can happen when a case of the virus is discovered.

As suggested in The Chairman’s E mail of the 15 October there are a number of areas where we are getting
quite lax, we all need to raise this with offenders and ensure wherever possible we all adhere to the rules. The
current rise in infections and deaths show we still have a long way to go before the rules will be relaxed.

I am losing interest in maintaining cleaning kits as I have replaced numerous spray bottles and the cleaning
equipment, I put in the retrieve vehicles did not last 1 week before disappearing.

ACTION: Brian to email members to express frustration in motility of cleaning 
materials 

Caravans

All spaces are in use and there is a waiting list of 3 wishing a pitch.

The electric supply is now fully installed and operational with 5 outlets available for visitors.

Spare outlets are padlocked to prevent misuse the keys are in the key box in the office.

The club caravan has had minimal use over the last two years and is not in great condition. It had been agreed
that the caravan was to be used for tug pilot this is the second year this has not happened. Consideration
needs to be given to the future of this caravan

AGREED: Will keep club caravan, potentially replace with newer one, but not a 
priority just now. 

Extinguishers

Following an inspection of all extinguishers on site 13 were out of date and two new ones were required for
the Blue Jimny.

These have been purchased from an online site attracting considerable savings compared to relying on a
contractor. I have started installing and would intend holding a small training session for anyone who wants
to come along using the redundant extinguishers. A new cover for the one at the fuel pump was also
purchased along with Identification wall plaques.

Vehicles

All retrieve vehicles are all serviceable.



Decision required on keeping the silver crew bus?

ACTION: Brian to dispose of silver crew bus 

Trial Flights

We previously had some discussion on the possibility of resuming trial flights in November. The current
resurgence in the virus numbers and infection rates means that this is no longer viable and will likely be
moved back to at least the start of next year?

AGREED: Can't re-start trial flights; review at next committee meeting or make an 
interim decision should situation change significantly  

Gorse Removal

I asked the company carrying out the cable trenching to give a price for the removal of gorse and roots from
the areas adjacent to the car park clubhouse and trailer areas. I have been given a price of £300 per day (Vat?)
and it will take three days to dig up and to remove the roots from the site.

AGREED: Engage gorse removal 

Compass ON LS4/Discus

Is it possible to remove the compass from the top of the instrument panels on the two single seat aircraft? I
find it very distracting especially under tow and a number of others have also recently commented about the
same issue. Both compass are in poor condition and difficult to read. We have Nav info on LX and a compass
on the Horis.

ACTION: Roy to fly LS4 and give opinion on compass.  DI: horis shows GPS track and 
not heading! 



4.1 Treasurer's Report

Investment accounts. Acon: Set up a meeng with Santander at the airfield. Santander are currently not
accepng applicaons but expect to be doing so “in the next few months".

Member statements. These were sent out through Glidex early October. Lots of posive comments, and
queries. Format needs to be changed to include tow height and tug - John Dickenson (Mr Glidex) is looking
into incorporang this for us.

Pre-registering visitors during the UKMSC and wave season has been a huge help when transcribing the flight
logs into Glidex.

DISCUSSION: 
 
SW: Sending statements to club members has generated a lot of payments - many 
people not aware of how much they owe. 
 
SW: New payment system working ok so far - not many photos of payment forms. 
 
MR: potentially put photos of log sheets in members' area (to cut down traffic and 
physical contact in office).  Think about later, when things have quietened down.  
SW: Information should be included in monthly account statement. 
 
RW: way things are going, our income will be dramatically reduced.  Should we 
decide how to reduce spending/out-goings?  Can we postpone any purchases / out-



4.2 Membership & Publicity Report

Changes since last meeting

1. Bjoern Ritter - New (Full)
2. Sebastian Arijs - New (Mini)
3. Iain Symon - New (Full)
4. Daniel Grycz - New (Full)
5. Maciej Hirsz - New (Full)
6. Graham Paul - New (Country)

Prospective new members

7. Martin Ogdan - Prospective new Community Volunteer (Dinnet)
8. Bill Watson - Prospective new member
9. Chris Dawes - Prospective new Country Member

Membership Status 2020

Renewed Resigned Lapsed New Change Total

Full 51 6 6 5 -7 56

Mini 4 - 5 1 -4 5

Junior 7 6 2 - -8 7

Country 13 3 2 1 -4 14

TOTAL 75 15 15 7 -23 82

Family 1 - - -

Social 2 - 2 1

Community 1 - 1 1

Wrote to Jill Newman, asking if she & son intending to return. Her response was that James (son) didn't cope
well with all the standing around. Jill was encouraged by the new 2-hour instructional slot, and felt this was an
improvement.

10 is possibly too young for potential pilots; older juniors are better able to get involved with airfield
operations and less likely to get bored.
2-hour instructional slots are good; they extend the learning experience with more opportunity for
discussion with instructor and interaction between flights.

Publicity

goings?  MR: will need to have a serious discussion before next year. 
 
Trial flight backlog is ~250 flights.  MR: We usually do ~330 trial flights/year.   



Finn's Birthday Solo

Finn's birthday solo made the

P&J - Teenager flies into History,
Scottish Daily Mail - Flying high - glider pilot too young to take his driving test, and
Scottish Sun - Youngest pilot in solo flight No 1.

We also had a visit from STV during the UKMSC, which resulted in a 2-minute slot at the end of the STV 6.00
pm News on Thursday 10 September.

(Dinns and I spent most of a day with Anne Smith (from STV) and her camera man. Anne was very interested
in the club activities. Agreed to contact her again before next year's UKMSC, and if anything noteworthy
happens in the meantime (New Years Day soaring, etc.).)

The FB Post has so far attracted 120 'likes' and nearly 2000 'engagements'.

Finn's solo gained us at least 2 new members (Sebastian and Daniel).

'Learn to Fly' package

'Learn to Fly' flyer (!) sent to Bob Farthing, to be added to DGC webpage.
£350, or £260 for juniors, which is credited to flying account.

Buyer gets 3 months' free membership.
DGC gets to keep any unspent credit.
Need to ensure decent engagement with, and on-boarding of, new members.

Neil will update FlyDeeside with new options to purchase Learn to Fly package.
Need to modify trial membership forms to show only 1 month membership.

DISCUSSION: 
 
Available now - not subject to trial flight suspension. 
 
FP: Will we allow people who have a trial flight voucher to upgrade to a learn-to-
fly package?  We agreed: yes. 
 
ACTION: Tim to advertise learn-to-fly package. 

UKMSC 2020

Posted a selection of photos from the comp to the DGC FB page.

Other
Reviewed the DGC mailing list. Confirmed all current members (bar 1) on the list. Identified about 30
lapsed members, and 3 entries could not be placed. After discussion with Mark and Dinns, removed
about a score of lapsed members.

We need to update the DGC Data Protection Policy. Will try to do this.

https://www.pressandjournal.co.uk/fp/news/aberdeenshire/2446123/north-east-teenager-becomes-scotlands-youngest-pilot-and-makes-history/
https://www.thescottishsun.co.uk/news/5992201/aberdeenshire-teen-scotland-youngest-qualified-pilot/
https://news.stv.tv/north/boy-14-becomes-britains-youngest-pilot-after-solo-flight?noq
https://www.facebook.com/glidedeeside/


BGA Club Management Conference 2020. This year theme is membership retention through pilot
development. Sunday 22 November and following weeks.

4.3 Technical Officer/Tugmaster Report

Technical Officer

Gliders

All Gliders are Serviceable.

The Junior remains on Ground Risks Insurance.

The LS4 is serviceable but has an issue with the Artificial Horizon (HORIS instrument). Roy Garden will fix.

Tugs

All Tugs are Serviceable

Tugmaster

Oskar Glegola from Poland is now towing for us alongside Abel to the end of the season.

Airspace

P600 Listening Squawks. Santiago Cervantes has sent out a discussion document to all Scottish Clubs with
respect to Glider listening squawks which could provide ATC, mainly Scottish, with greater awareness of glider
activity in and around P600 and airspace close to Portmoak. It is proposed that this would help to facilitate
easier access to this Class A airspace. The topic will be brought up at a discussion with ATC at Prestwick.

Deeside do not transit this airspace to any great extent but, to our knowledge, ATC Scottish, have been
receptive and prompt in approving access to Transponder equipped gliders. So, no great advantage to
Aboyne unless cross country activity increases at Deeside. Currently, access without a Transponder remains in
accordance with the LOA.

Other

PLBs have been purchased for all club gliders and will be installed, after registration, next week.

Part-66L. Under new EASA regulations, all Glider Inspectors are required to have their current licences
changed to what is called Part-66L. This is now in process. In addition, Mark Recht has requested that the BGA
Chief Technical Officer look into upgrading the licence on behalf of myself and Mark to include ELA 1 aircraft
(Light aircraft less than 1200kg). This would allow us to maintain and sign off Pawnee maintenance. Since Alan
Middleton is no longer working on aircraft, this will have a big impact on our capability going forward.

Further into the future, as we remove ourselves from Europe and EASA regulations, this is likely to change
again!

DISCUSSION: 
 
Alistair and Keiren interested in sharing next year's seasonal tugging job. 

https://members.gliding.co.uk/2020/09/24/bga-club-management-conference-2020/


4.4 CFI Report
The Zoom briefings Yacob has been giving have been very successful. Mark has suggested that the club
instructors do this at weekends.

To achieve this the zoom arrangements need to be centred around the office computer, in a similar way to
that which Yacob has on his personal computer. I don’t know about any body else but I would need a bit of
help or a practise run for the first go. If only to show how I can display say weather maps or airfield charts.

There have been a few circuit issues over the last month. Poor circuits, launch failures and low circuits and tow
ropes dragged over approaching gliders. I don’t have a magic solution but maybe the committee has some
comments or suggestions.

Use of the radio at Aboyne has raised a couple of comments. The radio chatter can be a help in avoiding
conflicts between aircraft in the local area, but can be a nuisance when trying to teach a pupil to fly. One
suggestion was to use an additional frequency, but I would like to avoid that as it may exclude important
circuit or safety calls that we want everybody to hear. I have to say that we are normally a very quiet airfield,
so it can seem very busy when visitors are present. Once the Wave season is over we need to get back to
training new instructors for the club. Dave Innes has been talking to other Scottish clubs to maybe organise a
D course in Scotland for the next year. Graham Holloway

AGREED: to stIck with 130.105 for time being. 

4.5 DCFI Report
Ukmsc went well inspite of restrictions due to Covid Precautions, and middling weather.

Good TV and press coverage of Finn Hiltons first and subsequent solos, Thanks to Tim, and congrats to Tim
on finishing his Silver C

We need more flying pictures to be posted on FB with @britishglidingassociation, added, so that they will
share to a wider audience.. The welsh are beating us in this area

Attended the on line A module to see what new was on offer compared to the 2 day live version. Conclusion
key points are covered, but the "softer" areas like teamwork, giving talks, not covered...

Offer of extra Assistant Cat instructor courses made again to deal with backlog from 2020. Just wrote to other
Scottish clubs about local demand..ie to.organise one in Scotland...

Need to start B module activities as soon as visitors have gone. Those who havent attended an A module can
do it online 5 december, all day... ( will be less pain than three evenings)

Incidents .. safety officer

SGA Would like to ditch this post, Capitation fee proposed to remain at£5 anticipating large number of
applicants for support for instructors courses next year, and reduced income due to memberships falling.

Working on guidance to meet Sport Scotland criteria... Ie organised,non contact outdoor sport.

instructing Slot times mostly working, with a hint of overbooking, but seems to have died down.



Basics Ground School to start late October

Trees on approach to 27N marked for felling ..

Simulator in use on bad weather days , Been doing a lot of non local circuits , deliberately, since i detected a
trend of flying by points on ground, not reverence to.landing area, plus angle, wind, etc in quite a few pi!ots.

DISCUSSION: 
 
DI: Have identified at least 9 instructor candidates from Scottish clubs. 
PMK 4; DGC 3; Highliand 1; Dumfries 1.  Colin'a 1st priority is clearing 2020 
backlog, but intending to put in extra courses if poss.  We need to be ready to 
go, 'cos don't know when next course will be coming round. 
 
ACTION: DI, GH, AND MR to identify potential Ass Cat candidates 
 
DI: 2-hour instructional slots working well, with +ve feedback from instructors 
and pupils. 
 
AGREED: retain 2-hour instructional slots 
 
ACTION: DI to add reserve instructional slot to Wannafly 

4.6 Secretary'S Report
Followed up lost parachute with last years visitors etc. No leads or sightings. I think it’s time to accept it’s
gone for good.

Nothing else to report

4.7 Chairman’s Report
1. Coronavirus - UKMSC & Wave Season

1. UKMSC successfully held – covid procedures, bubble concept, zoom briefings, WhatsApp
message distribution worked pretty well. Glen’s report:

1. i. UKMSC went very well, with 3 cross country days and 6 height days.
2. No incidents or accidents
3. Competitors were not worried that prizes were less expensive than normal. couple

complaints about quality of day wine prizes, that was entirely my fault, as I thought I was
getting a bargain with Tesco prices, but only found out later that the wine was 8% instead
of the normal 13%

4. iv. All competitors + some from 2019 who could not come due to Covid have signed up
for 2021, so we have 26 who have paid deposits, and 4 on the waiting list. (24 requiring
tows, 2 self launch)

5. We ran the comp with the hope we would break even, we made profit of circa £3000,
excluding the profit generated by the aerotows

6. I would like to request that £500 of this year’s profit be allocated to UKMSC 2021, as if it
goes ahead I would plan to have 2021 polo shirts, and at the same time issue 2020 polo



shirts retrospectively to all 2020 competitors and officials (I was thinking a charcoal grey
shirt with the logo in gold to reflect on the dark days, but we triumphed, and the gold will
reflect this)

7. It also means that those who have been with us for years will have an unbroken collection
8. I don't want to order now, as postage costs would be prohibitive to send to them

2. QR code check-in/out system identified & implemented – seems to work well.
3. Constant review & updating of wave season bookings and communication with visitors as

restrictions evolved. As at 12th Oct:
1. 26 visitors had dropped out, leaving a total for the season of 64 with 41 different gliders.
2. 1070 launches vs 1972 in 2019 (down 902 launches, 45%)
3. Use of wave season booking system for completion of online membership forms working

well with glidex accounts setup or re-activated in advance.
4. WhatsApp groups set up for each week of the wave season & used for dissemination of

information & operational info.
5. Jakub daily zoom briefings working well and appreciated by visitors. Needs organised for

weekends and potentially mid-week during the winter.
6. Paperless payment procedure introduced for visitors – preferred payment by bank transfer

with photo of payment from sent to treasurer. Photos of logsheets being sent to
WhatsApp group.

7. Tea/coffee provided at rear of clubhouse – donations requested with flight payments to
avoid cash handling.

8. Proposal agreed by all Scottish clubs to have the SGA produce guidance allowing clubs to
operate under “organised sport” exemptions to 6+2 restriction.

2. Fleet
1. Eurofox annual permit renewal completed
2. Problem with LS4 trim releasing with full back-left stick resolved. PTT switch replaced. Horis not

working properly – Roy G to resolve
3. Junior – should we drop the price as will be harder to sell abroad after 31/12 ?

3. Miscellaneous
1. Insurance renewed with Forbes per the below:

1. Fleet insurance - changed underwriters from Aviabel who we have been with for many
years to Great Lakes. Aviabel were proposing to increase the premium from £23k to £27k
even after adding no claims discount and a £3k covid lay-up rebate. The Great Lakes
premium is £21k with the option to lock this in on a 2 year deal, even if we have a claim.
There would also be a NCD of around £2400 in the second year if we don't make any
claims. Agreed we should opt for the 2 year deal. It would obviously be adjusted when we
swap the Puchacz for the 2nd Perkoz. Other points of note

1. They will allow one switch to grounds risks per aircraft per year which we could use
for any future covid lockdowns or even for one tug during the winter. The ground
risk rates are pre-defined and much more attractive than the ones which our
previous insurers offered

2. The excesses are higher than before
1. £400 for all gliders and £1000 for the Perkoz. In addition the excesses are

increased by 50% for 66-70 year old pilots, 100% for 71-80 and 150% for 81+.
There is no room to manoeuvre on this - best way to avoid them is not to
have any cause to claim !



2. £750 for Eurofox and £1000 for Pawnees with no age loading
3. Airfield Operator's & Hangar Keepers Policy - Increase of 7.5% to £3.7k which is

better than the market average
4. Combined Commercial Policy - Increase of 8% to £3.4k but need to install close

shackle locks - now done. Would continue to include covid19 public liability cover
which is good. Awaiting price to add cover for food related issues at club BBQs or
wave season catering etc

5. Employers Liability Insurance - 9% increase
6. Terry Moyes stressed the importance of analysing incidents or accidents and taking

measures to mitigate them in the future - underwriters place a lot of importance on
this when assessing risk and premiums.

2. Dave Moore his build the glider battery charging facility based on individual smart
chargers which should extend battery life significantly – many thanks to him !

3. Replacement portable compressor received & in use
4. Discussion on payment of landing fees in the Grob by students – decision to be made by

members of the committee who do not have an interest in an impacted aircraft at the site
5. Proposal for additional base/final radio calls adopted following near-miss between Eurofox

and landing Mosquito
6. Mountain High oxygen cannulas ordered & received
7. Request to Estate to chop down trees to NE of airfield agreed. Club to organise & pay for

commercial contractor – Estate will recover the chopped/ stacked timber
8. Flarm base station revived following automatic unsuccessful software upgrade. Dave Ellis

chased up re backup station at his house.
9. Pooleys entry for Aboyne updated to include link to powered aircraft briefing and need to

avoid noise sensitive areas.
10. LED signalling bat made for testing – reports from tuggies suggest it is much more visible.

AGREED: Keep Junior advertised at current price (£25k ono) and hang on to it as 
is. 
 
AGREED: We won't fund additional polo shirts for UKMSC competitors.  (Given 
potential difficulties we may face next year with ongoing covid restrictions, we 
need to minimise costs and eliminate unnecessary expenditure).  Mark to contact 
Glen to explain. 
 
ACTION: To investigate impact of putting tug (BJ) on to ground risk 

6. Junior Development Report
Following excellent TV and Press coverage of Finn Hilton going solo there has been a flurry of fresh
junior interest. One such new junior member of note is Sebastian Arijis who, through ability, attitude
and commitment, seems to be showing great promise.
Junior driving: Incident with blue jimney having been driven by junior driver. This has been dealt with
appropriately.
Training of dumper truck driving to be removed from junior driving training.
Concern raised re certain junior members being “difficult to train”.



Future plans continue to be on hold!
Article (incl photos) of Perkoz flight up to Inverness to be published in next S&G.

MR: Suggest instructors meet to discuss difficulties with training juniors.  To 
make it a better experience for the student and the instructor.  What works, what 
doesn't work, etc.  Involve Iain in these discussions, for his professional 
advice? 

7. UKMSC & Wave Season
Steve Thomson asked to write article for next issue of S&G.

Roy W will present plaques to the guys at the end of next week. Unfortunately no farewell do possible this
year.

8. AOB
Tim: Asks if there will be another safety bulletin?

MR: Suggests quarterly bulletin.

ACTION: Brian / David safety bulletin

ACTION: Fred & Stephen to reply to Malcolm R's log sheet missive.

9. Date for Next Meeting
Date of next meeting: 28 November 5.00 pm.

Next meeting will focus on (& start with) discussion on next year's operations, particularly in the context of the
on-going Covid restrictions, then follows the normal committee meeting.


